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Some Thermal Modulation Effects on Directional Solidification

E. A. Semma1, M. El Ganaoui2, V. Timchenko3 and E. Leonardi3

Abstract: This paper deals with the investigation of
thermovibrational convection induced by harmonic oscil-
lations of the temperature boundary conditions related to
the hot wall in a Bridgman-like (VB) geometrical config-
urations. Two different models of the VB configuration
are considered (a simplified version referred to as ”re-
stricted” model and a more realistic and complete model
with phase change allowed). The effects of temperature
modulation are considered for both models and with re-
gard to several possible initial (basic) states (stationary
and oscillatory). In the restricted fluid cavity, we iden-
tify the existence of a critical frequency minimizing the
flow intensity in the steady basic regime. In the periodic
regime, the oscillation amplitude of the dynamic field
can be controlled around a threshold frequency. In the
full cavity, when the basic steady regime is considered,
the average interface deformation is more affected under
low frequency and high amplitude thermal modulation.
For the quasi-periodic basic regime, the results show the
existence of a modulation frequency band for which the
flow is stabilized. This stability improvement depends on
the thermal modulation amplitude.

keyword: Vertical Bridgman configuration, Compu-
tational Fluid dynamics, Thermal modulation, Crystal
growth, Finite Volume methods.

1 Introduction

The Bridgman configuration is often used for growing
semiconductor crystals. It offers simultaneously an in-
dustrial efficient process and an ideal academic config-
uration for fundamental studies (Adornato and Brown
1987, Brown 1988, Garandet and Alboussière 1999,
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Lappa 2005a). For the Vertical Bridgman configuration,
the classical Rayleigh-Bénard problem gives a first ap-
proach to understand the complexity of flow develop-
ment during the transition from conductive to convective
regimes and its effect on the coupling with solid/liquid
transition (Kaenton et al, 2002 & 2004). Stable flows are
of interest in practical applications because of their ben-
eficial impact on the redistribution of species. For ex-
ample, in the crystal growth for electronic applications,
convection in the liquid phase strongly affects dopant
segregation and influences the interface shape. In this
type of configuration, fluctuations of the interface veloc-
ity can lead to microsegregation. This phenomenon can
introduce undesirable effects on the physical properties
of grown crystals as was underlined for various growth
techniques by Hurle and al (1974), Muller (1996), Lan
and Yeh (2005). Several authors have studied possible
strategies for the control of these phenomena in order to
reduce the convection effect on the solid/liquid interface
(see, e.g., Amberg and Shiomi, 2005; Lappa, 2005b and
references therein).

During directional solidification, the oscillation of the
phase change front can result from several factors such
as fluctuations of the pulling velocity, a non stationary
flow developing for strong thermal or solutal gradients
or fluctuations recorded in the imposed temperature gra-
dient. The temperature fluctuations effect on the inter-
face velocity in the vertical Bridgman configuration was
studied numerically by Stelian et al. (2002) for a fluid
with Pr=0.07. The effect of the modulation period on
the interface velocity has been investigated for a duration
ranging between 5 and 3000s. As a cut-off period for the
velocity amplitude was observed it was concluded that
temperature oscillations with periods lower than the cut-
off one have no harmful effect on the growth process.

In order to investigate flow instabilities for Bridgman
configurations, under full or low gravity conditions, fluid
phase models in 2D configurations have been largely
used by a number of authors including Larroudé et al.
(1994), El Ganaoui and Bontoux 1998, Semma et al.
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(2003), Kaenton et al. (2004). 3D extensions for un-
steadiness and flow transition in a cavity heated from be-
low have been provided by Accary et al (2005), Bennacer
et al (2005).

It is known that both flow and thresholds of unsteadi-
ness are strongly affected by thermal boundary condi-
tions varying with time. Such situations are encountered
for instance in periodically energized electronic compo-
nents, which induce unsteady heat generation.

Many studies have appeared in the literature dealing with
thermovibrational convection and similar problems (for
recent results, see, e.g., Yan et al., 2005; Achour et al.,
2006; Kozlov and Selin, 2006).

In particular, Antohe and Lage (1996) investigated the ef-
fects of heating amplitude and frequency on the transport
phenomena considering enclosures filled with a clear
fluid and a fully saturated porous medium under time
periodic square wave heating in the horizontal direction
for a liquid with Pr=0.7. It was underlined that periodic
heating is very important since flow resonance appears
as the heating frequency matches the natural frequency
of the flow sweep inside the enclosure. The resonance
frequency was shown to be independent of the heating
amplitude for both the clear fluid and porous medium
configurations.

Kwak and al. (1998) studied numerically the effects of
the amplitude and frequency of the hot side sinusoidal
wall oscillation on the enhancement of heat transfer in a
square cavity with fixed Ra = 107 and Pr = 0.7 (for a con-
figuration similar to the one used by Antohe and Lage,
1996). Once more it was observed that the maximum
increase of the time-averaged heat transfer rate occurs
at the resonance frequency between natural frequency of
the flow and the modulation frequency (therefore by ap-
plying external proper frequency it is possible to achieve
a resonant enhancement of heat transfer in the cavity).
Such behavior can be useful for possible control of in-
dustrial situations, e.g. those encountered during crystal
growth from the melt. In the same context, Chung and al
(2001) studied the finite-wall effect on buoyant convec-
tion in an enclosure with pulsating exterior surface tem-
perature. They showed that the amplitude of oscillating
Nusselt number, at the central plane peaks at a particular
pulsation frequency interpreted as a resonance state.

From the studies listed above, only Stelian et al. (2002)
applied thermal modulation to a realistic situation occur-

ring in VB configuration focusing on the oscillation of
the growth velocity. This interesting study has provided
information about the response of the interface velocity
to hot wall thermal oscillations during growth but has
been limited to the transient state.

At the best of the author’s knowledge, no specific study
of thermal modulation interacting with the bifurcation di-
agram is available.

The present issue considers the effects of the amplitude
and the frequency of an imposed sinusoidal oscillation
on the hot wall. Results are compared to available ac-
curate ones without temperature modulation. For the re-
stricted fluid phase configuration (as simplified geomet-
rical model), it is shown the possible control of the flow
motion by varying the modulation parameters. For the
full configuration, external thermal modulation can allow
a control strategy of the flow oscillations in order to min-
imize effects of instability on the solid/liquid interface.

2 Model and numerical approximations

2.1 Problem definition and model

An idealized sketch of the Vertical Bridgman (VB)
growth configuration is shown on Figure 1. It consists of
a vertical ampoule heated from below at temperature T′H
and cooled from the top at T′C .The temperature profile
along the lateral boundary is composed of two isother-
mal zones (hot temperature T ′

H and cold temperature T ′
C)

linked by an adiabatic zone of length LΔT (for the model
simplification, a prime denotes a variable with dimen-
sions). The problem is solved in the two-dimensional
Cartesian domain D = [0, AR] × [0, 1], where AR = L/H
is the aspect ratio of the configuration. The cavity con-
tains a material with a low Prandtl number (Pr=0.01) in
fluid phase and heated periodically. The sinusoidal hot
temperature is characterized by its modulation amplitude
ε’ and frequency f ′ as T ′

H = T
′
H +ε′ sin(2π f ′t ′).

The flow in the fluid phase is supposed laminar for a
Newtonian and incompressible fluid. The physical prop-
erties of the fluid are assumed constant with the excep-
tion of the variations in the density (that are taken into
account within the framework of the Boussinesq approx-
imation, i.e., ρ = ρ0(1−β(T ′ −T ′

0))). The length, tem-
perature and velocity are reduced using the following
scaling: x = x′/H, T = (T ′ − T ′

C)/(T ′
H − T ′

C), u=u’H/α
respectively. β is the thermal expansion coefficient. H
is the height of the cavity and α is the thermal diffusiv-
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Figure 1 : Vertical Bridgman Configuration. (a) full domain, (b) restricted domain.

ity. For the full configuration, the dimensionless melting
temperature is Tm = 0.5. The modulation amplitude and
frequency in dimensionless form are given by:

(ε, f ) = (
ε′

ΔT ′ ,H2 f ′

α
) (1)

The mathematical model is based on the enthalpy-
porosity approach in which the energy equation uses a
continuous enthalpy variable to avoid explicit Stefan in-
terfacial condition and to allow the use of fixed grids
(Voller and Prakash 1989, Bennon and Incropera 1987).
This approach was successfully used for directional so-
lidification involving unsteady melt interacting with front
by El Ganaoui and Bontoux (1998) and Semma et al.
(2003) .

The governing time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations,
in properly non-dimensionalized form can be written as
follows:

∂u
∂x

+
∂v
∂y

= 0 (2)

∂u
∂t

+u
∂u
∂x

+v
∂u
∂y

= −∂p
∂x

+Pr ∇2u+K−1u (3)

∂v
∂t

+u
∂v
∂x

+v
∂v
∂y

= −∂p
∂y

+Pr∇2v+RaPrθ+K−1v (4)

∂h
∂t

+u
∂h
∂x

+v
∂h
∂y

= ∇2h−∇.(hl −h)u (5)

If we suppose that the specific heats for the liquid and the
solid phases are constant, the enthalpies for each phase
(hs and hl) vary linearly with the temperature:

hs = T

hl = T +Ste−1 (6)

Ra = gβΔT H3/να,Pr = ν/α and Ste = CpΔT ′/Lf are
respectively the Rayleigh, Prandtl and Stefan numbers
defining completely the physical system as control pa-
rameters.

In order to introduce the average momentum equation,
we have also supposed that the two-phase zone is satu-
rated. The Darcy source term has been adopted in the
momentum equation to gradually reduce the velocity in
the solidifying zone. It is defined as a function of the
local liquid volume fraction as it is often used for vis-
cous flows in porous media (Carman-Kozeny relation-
ship, Beckermann and Viskanta 1988):

K = K0

[
(1− fs)

3 / f 2
s

]
(7)
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K0 depends on the solidification microstructures. The liq-
uid volume fraction is defined as:

fl =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 if T > Tm +τ

h−hs
hl−hs

if Tm −τ ≤ T ≤ Tm +τ

0 if T < Tm −τ

(8)

Where τ is a parameter characterizing the phase change
size (τ is taken here equal to 10−2, hs and hl are the sen-
sible enthalpies corresponding to Tm − τ and Tm + τ re-
spectively).

The associated Boundary Conditions (BCs) for the full
configuration [0,1]× [0,2] are:

The cavity is dynamically submitted to impermeable con-
ditions u = v = 0 and thermally to:

T = 0 at y = 2, x = (0,1) and y ∈ [1.25 , 2]

T = 1+εsin(2π f ) at y = 0, x = (0,1) and y ∈ [0 , 0.75]
(9)

∂T
∂x

= 0 at x = 0,1 and y ∈ [0.75 , 1.25]

Note that for the restricted cavity to the fluid phase
[0,1]×[0,1], similar conditions are considered with mak-
ing an exclusion of the solid part (the interface been the
top wall).

In order to study the effect of the wall temperature oscil-
lations on the heat transfer and phase change characteris-
tics, the following quantities are introduced as proposed
by Kwak et al. (1998):

Maximum deformation Dm of the melting interface in the
vertical direction, where the interface is defined by: I =
{(x,y)/T(x,y) = Tm} and Iy = {y ∈ I}
Dy

m = max Iy −min Iy

For all study variables φ, we define, for periodic regimes,
the relative values :

G(φ) =
φ(ε, f )
φ(0,0)

A(φ) =
φmax(ε, f )−φmin(ε, f )

φ(0,0)
(10)

In the above, φ stands for an arbitrary physical variable
and φ its average value.

The following notations for flow structure are adopted:
SS for Stationary Symmetrical solution (two symmetrical
cells); SAS for Stationary Asymmetrical Solution (two
cells of unequal sizes and intensities). Periodic P1 and
P2 types are also distinguished according to one or two
periods exhibited.

2.2 Numerical approximations

For numerical approximations of the problem a finite vol-
ume method has been used. The approach is summarized
in the following section with description of the numerical
schemes chosen followed by validations.

We consider a two-dimensional convection diffusion
equation for a general variable ϕ coupled to the conti-
nuity equation:

∂ϕ
∂t

+∇.F(ϕ) = f (11)

∇. u = 0 (12)

Here F(ϕ) = uϕ−γϕ∇ϕ is the advection-diffusion tensor
with convective part Fc = uϕ and diffusive part Fd =
−γϕ∇ϕ (γϕ is the coefficient of diffusion).

As equation (11) gives the expression for the conserva-
tion of ϕ in an infinitesimal domain, it is equivalent to
write in any sub-domain V :

Z

V

ϕ(x, t ′)dx−
Z

V

ϕ(x, t)dx+
t′Z

t

Z
∂V

F.τV (x)dσ(x)dxdt

=
Z

V

t′Z

t

f (x, t)dxdt (13)

where τV (x) is the normal vector to the boundary ∂V at a
point x, outward to V .

In order to define a finite volume scheme, the time deriva-
tive is approximated by a finite difference scheme on an
increasing sequence of time (tn)n∈INwith t0 = 0. The dis-
crete unknowns of ϕ at times tn = nδt, are approximated
as average values in the cell Varound the point Mi, j and
noted as ϕn

i j . Equation (13) is integrated over each cell
Vusing the Gauss divergence theorem:
Z

V

(
∂ϕ
∂t

)ndx+
Z

∂V
Fn.τV dσ(x)dx =

Z

V

f (x, tn)dx (14)
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where (∂ϕ/∂t)n is given by the time scheme at the time
step tn = n δt in the control volume V . The next step of
the method is the approximation of the convective part
Fc.τV and the diffusive part Fd .τV of the projected flux
F.τV over the boundary ∂V of each control volume.

To discretize the convective fluxes various schemes can
be adopted. For example, a central scheme uses a sym-
metric interpolation for ϕi+1/2, an upwind scheme uti-
lizes a one side interpolation. Leonard (1979) intro-
duced the QUICK scheme as a combination between the
two kinds of interpolation to be more accurate for com-
plex problems (Semma et al 2005). In the present work,
the conductive terms are discretized with the central
scheme and the convective terms by using the third or-
der QUICK scheme subjected to a flux limiter ULTIMATE

developed by Leonard (1991). To resolve the velocity -
pressure coupling the SIMPLEC algorithm (Van Doormal
and Raithby 1984) is used. The temporal discretization
is done using a second order Euler scheme. Extensive
validation of the performance of the present code with
and without phase change has been done in Kaenton et
al. (2002) and Semma et al. (2003).

3 Results and discussion

As anticipated, we will analyze the effects of thermal
modulation on the dynamic and thermal behaviors for
two kinds of configurations (with and without phase
change). Modulation is applied on two basic states cor-
responding respectively to the steady and unsteady one.

In all calculations, the latent heat of the material is as-
sumed to be very weak with respect to the overall heating
energy provided to the process. For this reason it is not
taken into account (see also the discussions in Semma et
al 2003).

For the following results, simulations have been con-
ducted by deploying a mesh of (64×128) in the x and
y directions, respectively. Grid convergence tests were
carried out by refining from 32×64 to 90×180 meshes.
Convergence is assumed for a relative maximal residual
value lower to 10−6.

3.1 Without phase change

Without modulation, readers can found full details com-
paring the restricted fluid configuration and the full con-
figuration in Keanton and al (2004). The present work is
concentrated on the modulation effects considering basic

regimes with particular significance.

Results for the restricted fluid cavity (figure 1 b) are
available in Larroudé and al. (1994). For the low Ra,
the solution is stationary and composed of two symmet-
ric counter-rotating cells (called SS) with respect to the
centerline (x = 1/2) in which the fluid rises from the ver-
tical walls of the cavity towards the center.

      

Figure 2 : Schematic illustration of hydrodynamic/solute
fields interactions in a directional solidification setup.

Figure 2 illustrates interaction possibilities (from a qual-
itative point of view) in the case of solid/liquid coupling
thermal/solutal convective fields. In the presence of ther-
mal and solutal effects, depending on the competition be-
tween the two phenomena, convective cells can rotate in
clockwise or anti-clockwise senses. In this figure, right
side refers to the classical curved interface depending on
the symmetric flow regime described before (inducing a
symmetric concave interface). The left side shows pos-
sible solute (solvent) accumulation caused by ascending
flow (Jamgotchian et al , 2004) .

The first transition occurs from symmetrical solution
(SS) to an asymmetrical one (called SAS) for Ra=3500
indicating the development of the convective regime.
The next transition to the oscillatory flow occurs around
Ra=17500 and leads to a periodic solution (P1) with a
dimensionless internal frequency fi =6.67. The solu-
tion is asymmetric with a flow structure dominated by
a one-cell flow varying between a quasi-circular and a
deformed shape because of the competition with sec-
ondary cells developing near the corners. The frequency
of the oscillations increases with the convection inten-
sity. Increasing Ra to 8.5×104, the flow becomes P2 type
characterized by frequencies f and f /2 (namely f =1/3).
The quasi-periodic régime (QP) which starts around Ra
= 1.75×105 exhibits a complex non-periodic oscillation.

Figure 3 illustrates the transition to oscillatory flow for
Ra=27500, it is shown that the P1 regime is reached af-
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Figure 3 : Transient temperature close to hot wall with
the flow structures taken in two various half-periods for
Ra=27720, ε=0.

ter an interval of dimensionless time around t = 9 and is
characterized by a competition between a main primary
cell occupying the major part of the domain and four sec-
ondary cells. It is worth mentioning the important role
played by 2D cavities to improve researches in such field.
Presently an increasing interest is directed towards 3D
extension of such studies (Bennacer et al 2006).

3.1.1 Modulated steady flow in fluid cavity

The case of oscillating hot wall temperature is consid-
ered (ε �= 0) in the present section. The stationary un-
modulated solution corresponding to Ra=104 is taken as
a basic state. The modulation effects on the heat transfer
and fluid flow are studied by varying the nondimensional
amplitudes from 0 to 1 and the nondimensional frequen-
cies from 0 to 100.

Figure 4 shows G(ψmax) as a function of frequency for
Ra=104 and for ε=0.5, 0.75 and 1. For high frequencies
( f > 30), the modulation does not exhibit significant ef-
fects on the flow intensity and heat transfer in the cavity.
However, for the low frequencies, we note the presence
of a critical modulation frequency around f = 3.5 for
which ψmax reaches a minimum value. This frequency,
which is independent on the modulation amplitude is one
of the characteristics of the regime and other simulated
cases show an increase with Ra.

It should be noticed also that for the system without mod-

Figure 4 : Variation of G(ψmax) versus frequency for
Ra=104.

ulation starting initially from the steady state and increas-
ing Ra number, the coming critical threshold will corre-
spond to an oscillatory regime characterized by its inter-
nal frequency. It is observed that this internal frequency
is the same as obtained as a response to the applied mod-
ulation when a resonance state is reached.

As a consequence, the modulation can offer a way to
predict the system transition during its evolution to un-
steadiness with increasing Ra i.e it is possible to antici-
pate the basic internal gravity mode by exciting the sys-
tem by an adequate modulation when the resonance state
is activated.

The effect of the thermal fluctuations on the heat transfer
has been also analyzed. When the frequency increases,
the oscillation amplitude of the Nusselt number falls ex-
ponentially. This behavior is practically independent of
the considered range of Rayleigh numbers.

3.1.2 Modulated unsteady regime in fluid cavity

When the modulation is applied to the oscillatory regime,
the temperature oscillation influences the fluid flow and
the thermal transfer characteristics in the cavity. Heat
transfer and fluid flow for (2×104 ≤ Ra ≤ 4×104) have
been analyzed. For this range, the flow is mono-periodic
with a frequency fi and responds generally with a quasi-
periodic mode to the excitation except for a characteristic
frequency ( fc) exhibiting a specific behavior detailed be-
low.

At this frequency the flow recuperates a mono-periodic
regime oscillating with ( fc). Around this state, a sud-
den rapid change has been identified and the oscillation
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Figure 5 : Time variation of maximum relative value of
stream function for various frequencies.

intensity of the flow is reduced to less than 50%. For
all considered Ra, a correlation between the internal (i.e
fi) and the characteristic modulation frequency shows a
constant ratio of ( fc/ fi = 3/2). Figure 5 illustrates the
behavior for Ra=4×104 and ε = 1.0, showing a strongly
rapid variation of the relative value of ψmax, f for various
frequencies around f = 17.75.

Owing to the importance of this frequency and the be-
havior induced, we have studied the flow sensitivity to
the amplitude and other frequency values around 17.75.
For ε=1, the oscillation amplitude of the flow intensity
A(ψmax) varies linearly with the frequency from 24 %
for f = 17.0 to 47 % for f = 18.5. However, the oscil-
lation amplitude of Vmax varies in the opposite direction
than ψmax and decreases from 49 % for f = 17.5 to 36%
for f = 18.5. This can be explained by the presence of
secondary cells near the walls due to the development of
local thermal gradients.

The oscillation amplitude of the Nusselt number on the
cold wall as a function of the modulation amplitude ex-
hibits a linear variation with ε:

A(Nu) = 3.6×ε−0.58 for ε < 0.44 (15)

The amplitude of the oscillation is reduced and reaches
14% for ε=0.2. Such behavior can be very beneficial
when the objective is to provide a control strategy of
the flow and minimize effects of the oscillations on the
solid/liquid interface with reducing at the same time un-
wanted striations generally encountered during crystal
growth from the melt.

Figure 6 : Variation with frequency of average maximum
flow intensity for different thermal amplitude modulation
(Ra=5×103).

Figure 7 : Variation with frequency of average oscil-
lation of solid/liquid interface deformation for different
thermal amplitude modulation (Ra=5×103).

3.2 Full configuration with phase change

The full configuration is also characterized by the ap-
pearance of unstable regimes flow when Ra is increased
(El Ganaoui and Bontoux 1998, Kaenton and al 2003),
the steady regime corresponding relatively low values
of Ra (e.g., Ra = 5000) and the quasi-periodic state to
Ra=8×104.
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Figure 8 : Variation with frequency of amplitude oscil-
lation of maximum stream function for different thermal
modulation amplitudes (Ra=5 ×103).

3.2.1 Modulated steady regime

We applied the thermal modulation to the stationary basic
regime corresponding to Ra=5×103. This case is char-
acterized by two symmetrical flow cells with the same
intensity. For high frequencies ( f > 80), the thermal
fluctuations seem not to produce important effects on the
average evolution of the interface deformation and flow
intensity (figures 6 and 7). However, the flow intensity
and the solid/liquid interface deformation are very sen-
sitive to the variation of a low frequency. Indeed, for
f < 10, the maximum value of ψmaxdecreases of more
than 30% (for ε=0.4 and f = 0.5) compared to the sta-
tionary value (ε=0.0, f = 0). The maximum deforma-
tion of the solid/liquid interface increases strongly in the
presence of thermal modulation as showed in figure 7.
The same remark is valid for the oscillation amplitudes
which become very important for low frequencies (figure
7, 8 and 9) This can be due to the local thermal gradients
caused by the temperature change on the hot walls.

The variation of the average and relative oscillating value
of ψmax according to the frequency (figures 6 and 8)
shows the existence of a characteristic frequency (namely
f = 57) for which the flow intensity and its amplitude os-
cillation reaches a local maximum value. This behavior,
however, does not have an important effect on the aver-
age and amplitude oscillation of the interface deforma-
tion.

Figure 9 : Variation with frequency of amplitude oscilla-
tion of solid/liquid interface for different thermal ampli-
tude modulation (Ra=5×103).

Figure 10 : Time evolution of ψmax for f = 0, ε = 0,
Ra=8×104.

3.2.2 Modulated unsteady regime

The presence of a deformable and non stationary
solid/liquid interface leads to significant changes of the
flow structure with respect to the purely fluid case (cav-
ity with plane and stationary interface). Indeed, by con-
sidering only the fluid part of the configuration (figure
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(a) (b) 

Figure 11 : Phase trajectory Dy
max = f (ψmax), for Ra=8×104, (a) ε=0, f = 0, (b) ε=0.5, f = 4.

1-b), we highlighted the presence of stationary monocel-
lular flow for Ra>3500 and there after a periodic one for
Ra>17500. These modes of steady and periodic mono-
cellular flow are not obtained in the full configuration
because of the relaxation introduced by the solid/liquid
interface.

The following part focuses on thermal modulation ef-
fects on a basic quasi-periodic regime corresponding to
Ra=8×104. The phase trajectory Dy

max = f (ψmax) for
ε = f = 0 in figure 11-a shows clearly the complex be-
havior of the temporal flow regime. In figure 10, we
present the time evolution of ψmax for the free state (ε=0).
For the two points considered, the flow structure shows
a multicellular behavior caused by the relieving intro-
duced by the deformation and the displacement of the
solid/liquid interface into the zone with adiabatic lateral
boundaries.

When the thermal modulation is considered, for low
amplitudes (ε <0.2) the flow remains quasi-periodic.
However for a sufficiently significant amplitude (0.25<
ε <0.5), we have found the existence of a frequency band
(center f = 4) for which the flow becomes periodic with
the same excitation period (figure 11 and 12). This fre-
quency band decreases with the oscillation amplitude of
the hot temperature. The average flow intensity increases
for the forced periodic regime and the flow structure is
monocellular and similar to that found for the case with-
out phase change (Semma et al 2005). The oscillation

Figure 12 : Time evolution of ψmaxfor f =7, ε =0.3,
Ra=8×104.

amplitude of the average deformation of the solid/liquid
interface is reduced of more than 55%.

.

4 Conclusion

We have investigated thermovibrational convection in a
vertical Bridgman cavity and, in particular, studied the
modulation frequency dependence of the flow intensity
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and solid/liquid interface deformation for both steady
and oscillatory basic states.

For the stationary basic regime, the solid/liquid interface
deformation exhibits a strong dependence on the modula-
tion frequency for relatively low frequency values. How-
ever, for high frequencies, the flow and interface defor-
mation converge toward their free state values.

For the full cavity, we have showed the existence of a fre-
quency band for which an initial quasi-periodic regime
becomes perfectly periodic. The solid/liquid interface
motion and flow in the melt are stabilized.

By comparing the two studies (with and without phase
change) one notices that the interaction of the solid/liquid
interface with the flow regime cannot be neglected and
must be taken into account in a realistic study of di-
rectional solidification problems and especially when in-
volving modulation of the heating conditions.
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Nomencalture

AR aspect ratio, W/H
H ampoule height
t time
T temperature
u velocity vector
u velocity component in x direction
v velocity component in y direction
V integration volume
p pressure
k thermal conductivity
Pr Prandtl number, =ν/α
Ra Rayleigh number, = ρgβΔT ′ H3 /αµ
Ste Stefan number, = CpΔT ′/Lf

f Dimensionless frequency
x,y Dimensionless coordinates
g gravity acceleration
ΔT’ temperature difference
W ampoule width

Greek symbols

α thermal diffusivity
βT thermal expansion coefficient
ε Modulation amplitude
µ dynamic viscosity
ν kinematics viscosity
ρ density
ψ stream function

Subscripts

H hot
C cold
i internal
max maximum
min minimum
0 reference
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